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EXT. SCHOOL FEILD

Katniss, Prim, Gale, Ms.Everdeen, all sit together. 

President snow points at Prim, Katniss volunteers Instead

Every one including Gale cry

President snow points at Peeta

Peeta walks up next to Katniss

Peeta and Katniss are on train together

Effie walks by

Haymitch stumbles through, Drunk

Haymitch vomits then falls over

Cinna puts flames on Katniss

Katniss walks for a little then takes them off

Katniss picks up her bow and shoots it

Extra raises an 11

Peeta throws a rock

Extra raises an 8

Haymitch stumbles across with thumbs up

PAN UP TO SKY THEN 
DOWN TO REVEAL

(Put Katniss' flames on)

Hunger games starts 

Katniss grabs her bow

Katniss runs through the forest
(11 cannon shots)

Katniss then proceeds to lay under a tree

FOCUS ON TREE THEN ON GROUP OF PEOPLE IN BACKGROUND
(group is Peeta with a 
couple extras)

Peeta walks off 

Cannon shot heard by group, they all run off
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Fire starts

Katniss wakes and runs from fire

Haymitch stumbles through and throws water and meds to 
Katniss

Rue points at bee nest 

Steps on bee nest

Bee stings people in background

Bee also stings Katniss

Katniss stumbles around and falls over

Peeta drags her to safe place and puts bow beside her

Katniss walks and find rue

They walk together

Katniss splits off and spy's on Cato with other extras

Explosion 

Katniss walks to where rue was 
(rue is not there)

Katniss hears a scream and turns around 

Rue is stuck under a net 

Random Extra stabs rue with spear

Katniss shoots the Extra and kills him 

Rue dies

Katniss cries 

Katniss picks up food

Katniss walks to Peeta, they eat.

CLAUDIUS TEMPLESMITH
there will be a backpack waiting 
for each person containing 
something they desperately need

Katniss runs and grabs a backpack

Katniss gives it to Peeta
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Peeta pulls berry's out of his pocket

Peeta and Katniss start walking 

Peeta and Cato start fighting

Katniss shoots Cato  

Katniss ties bandage around Peeta's leg

They split they berry's and are about to eat them

PANS UP TO SKY

HUNGER GAMES HELPER
Stop what your doing!

PANS BACK DOWN

Peeta has a cane 

Haymitch is there 

Effie is there 

Katniss is there

They are all excited and celebrating 

End.


